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Submission Writeup 
If your submission is in QGIS or a non-ArcGIS platform, you should include a writeup in your submission folder that 

covers the questions listed in “Platform and Requirements.” This writeup template is provided for your use, although 

any document that meets all the requirements is eligible.  

Name: Aphrodis MUhirwa 

Email Address: Muhirwa.a@yahoo.com 

University/Institution (if applicable):  

 

Title of Project 

Project title goes here 

What’s wrong toward what’s strong of neighborhood 

  

This project tries to respond the general global problems basing on the neighborhood using 

bottom up approach planning and managing environment. 

 

 

Please limit your responses to the following three questions to a total of 750 words.  

What global challenge does your project address or relate to? 

Begin writing here my project address 

 The problem of climate change which caused by human activities such as gases emission, 

informal settlement, cultivation, deforestation, economic growth those changing the natural 

environment and influencing to climate change to this problem we need international 

punishments for those ignoring to regard and implement environmental regulation around the 

world  

 

 

 

How does this map help us better understand this challenge within a local or 

regional context? 

Begin writing here this is proposed map of my neighborhood design toward sustainable 

development  

This spatial analysis of my neighborhood basing on existing situation, population needs 

sustainable requirements this maps represent zoning which shows the good ways of land use in 

this neighborhood of Kimihurura sector located in Gasabo district of kigali city, as an urban 

area, current my neighbourhood is poor planning by considering sustainable urban planning 

principles such; Adequate space for streets 30-35% space for streets 15-20% open/green space 

At  Short building block area,  Mixed land Use at least 40% economic use 30-50% residential 

https://iaygfamily.org/giscompetition
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use Avoid zoning and avoid dividing neighborhoods <10% single use blocks, Social Mix 20-

50% of residential area for low-cost housing a range of different rent levels,  Adequate Density 

Around 15.000 people/km2, Connectivity Provision of public transport Emphasis on walking 

distances and clear connection building street 

 

 

 

 

 

What implications does your project hold for tackling this challenge in the future? 

Begin writing here this project it deal with sustainable neighborhood 

Therefore, Sustainable neighbourhood is an area where by present generation has the ability to 

live meeting their needs with no damage to the environment and therefore able to continue for a 

long period, in order to chieve sustainability there are 3 pillars must be considers such as 

environmental, social and economical sustainable because, are goals of sustainability to ensure 

inclusive to all dwellers in current and to follow generations.We know that sustainability start 
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with ones individual scale, in fact sustainability must start from individual by share ideals 

towards neighbourhood scale and continue to global scale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


